
What St. Joseph’s envisions – The Core Values! 

A College which was started as a fledgling with just 28 students in Pre University Course and 6 

Faculty in 1958 in response to the need for a Women’s College in Visakhapatnam, has branched 

into a huge tree with more than 2300 students and more than Faculty in 25 Departments in 2018. 

The journey of six decades of the College has been punctuated with the same humanitarian outlook 

which the Founders, the Sisters of St. Joseph of Annecy possessed in a large measure, commitment 

to providing quality education towards academic excellence and empowering the young women 

with the self confidence to live a value based life. The unique distinctiveness of SJC which is the 

key value since 1958 namely the ‘love, compassion and concern for others’ of the Founders have 

percolated down to all levels of the institution. The Vision, Mission Statement and the Quality 

Policy of the College resonate with this special focus as delineated below: 

Vision 

St. Joseph’s College for Women aims at being a Centre of Academic Excellence which empowers 

young women to provide Intellectual Leadership and transform the world through Courage of 

Conviction, Optimism and Hope. 

Mission 

St. Joseph’s College for Women, affirming its faith in God and love for humanity seeks to impart 

Holistic education to Young Women while developing global competencies of leadership and make 

them socially responsive members in a changing technology driven world. 

Quality Policy 

We at St. Joseph’s College, aim to offer holistic Education in Arts, Science and Commerce for the 

empowerment of women from all sections of society by promoting academic excellence, global 

employability and leadership with social conscience. 

Built on the Vision that Education serves as a keystone in facilitating intellectual capital thereby 

improving the society and building better futures for all, the College wholly commits to these core 

values: 

Excellence 

Striving for quality in all our academic pursuits as envisioned in our Vision and Quality Policy, we 

are committed to initiate innovation in our teaching, research, and outreach to various categories of 

stakeholders through continuous self-appraisal for achieving excellence in all our endeavors. 

Transformational leadership 

Instilling the qualities of self reliance, mutual respect and teamwork we prepare our young girls to 

assume outstanding leadership positions in the family and in organizations which transforms their 

lives of the society in future. 



 Integrity and Courage 

Demonstrating moral uprightness and trustworthiness in all situations, we seek to inculcate a social 

conscience in our young girls, which is reflected in our Vision and Quality Policy.  

Making a difference 

Working with social consciousness and humanitarian outlook, our young women learn to be 

socially responsive and make a difference or impact on individuals, systems or organizations in a 

materialistic world as echoed in our Mission. 

Global perspective 

Adapting to a boundaryless world is our key focus in imparting knowledge and skills so that we 

enable our young women to adapt seamlessly while studying or working in multicultural 

environments and workplaces. 

 

 

  

 

 

 


